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The world's most versatile slope glider has never been easier
to get in the air, thanks to a fully redesigned airframe which
assembles in minutes, without glue! A smooth and
predictable design for new slope pilots, with an agility and
ultra-wide speed range that will excite even the most
experienced ace. Let your slope carving adventure begin
now, with the Dream-Flight Weasel TREK.

Wingspan
Wing Area
Weight
Wing Loading
Controls
Skill Level
Assembly
Flight Style
Wind Speed

900mm (35.4 in)
23.42 dm2 (363 in2)
312-395 gm (11.5-14 oz)
13.3-16.9 gm/dm2 (4.6-5.6 oz/ft2)
2 Channels (elevons)
EVERYONE!
Under an hour
Slope thruster
3-12 m/s (7-25 mph)

Launching your glider off a cliff into the
elements is always an adventure a challenge that should be met with
confidence in your airplane. Over the past
20 years, we have heard from pilots all over
the world that the Weasel is their go-to first
launch slope glider.

KIT FEATURES







REQUIRES

“ARG” Almost Ready to Glide- NO GLUE interlocking design uses rare earth magnets
Wide flight envelope for smooth, easy gliding or aggressive in-your-face slope aerobatics
Precision-molded EPO foam and composite parts ensure a lightweight and durable airframe
Wing retention system allows for quick break down and assembly at any location
Easy to launch - molded finger pocket makes for easy launching in all conditions
Integrated ballast compartment - quickly adapt to varying wind conditions

 Compact and durable for maximum fun on the slope and trailblazing new ridgelines!

www.dream-flight.com
WIND-POWERED FUN SINCE 1996

Transmitter with programmable
elevon mixing and dual rates.
2 durable micro servos, receiver,
rechargeable battery, small tools.
*Wingtip color scheme created
using our new Stick-on Trim
Sheets.
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With a quick turn of the screwdriver, the Weasel-TREK's
wings can be secured or removed in seconds.

Modular Design - a clever interlocking design allows for easy
transport to any location. Replacement parts are available to
service your Weasel-TREK.

Roomy radio compartment with magnetic hatch provides easy access
to your receiver and battery.

A rugged factory-installed ABS belly skid is ready for
those rougher touchdowns.

If the wind comes up, you will be ready! Quickly add
or remove ballast from the Weasel-TREK depending
on the conditions.
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Ready for retail - colorful and informative packaging is ready to
stand out on the hobby shop shelf.
The Weasel-TREK's compact, lightweight airframe offers nonintimidating slope performance to pilots of all skill levels.

Get out and glide
We have been creating forward-thinking RC gliders
since 1996. Our goal is to develop unique aircraft
that are pure fun to fly. Our passion is designing
quality, affordable R/C aircraft that get more people
outdoors to enjoy the wind and sun!
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